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Outstanding reader comments once again deserve and prompt their own post. 

 

Says the reader: These gadgets were offered by ET to Earthlings, in exchange for permission to 

dissect dead human bodies and to examine human brains. Hmm...sounds like another 

"abduction" exercise. 

 

Responds The Committee:  "Abduction in human language means against one's will, without 

permission or consent. What has occurred is quite the opposite, yet abduction remains the chosen 

word. This view is the product of inculcation, brain washing or improper influence, the person 

described as such will not be pleased to hear how her or his mind has been unduly, improperly 

and corruptly influenced and twisted, to adopt then repeat ideas which serve the purposes of the 

twister. Despite the resistance to the idea one's beliefs and perspectives have been baked and 

hatched elsewhere, mankind is today loaded to the breaking point with these examples. The 

information explosion has produced an intolerable amount of this across Earth and much of the 

stress, strain, unease, dis-ease and many social issues now manifesting, flow from this source.  

 

Visitors to Earth are not allowed to abduct against the will of the person examined. Allow us to 

say once again, humans are not taken prisoner against their will on Earth, by visitors from other 

solar systems."  

 

Many abduction (by ET) incidents were reported before. The response from GAG was that: 

"These people had agreed to these abduction and examination, all in their life plans, but they 

just didn't remember." 

 

The Committee: "Yes, these incidents are common and the majority benevolent. A human 

has compiled a book of thousands of such encounters. The great majority are positive, even 

pleasant. None involve harm to the human. You do not know of this book but you certainly do 

know of the many abduction incidents reported. 'Why' we ask, yet we know the answer."  

 

Question to our esteemed GAG:  

 

Q1: Did some ET's have advanced permission to examine humans, so they do not require 

further permission from humans, and some did not, and therefore they need to offer gadgets in 

exchange for permission?  

 

"The permission is requested person-by-person, by would-be, hopeful examiner visitors. The 

offering of technology and devices represents what humans call shiny objects and good will. The 

Shiny Object concept serves as distraction humans both require, want and to which they respond 

well. These technologies and devices, they are not gadgets, allow humans to feel as if friendship, 

generosity and acceptance is desired and requested because it is offered. Kevlar, carbon fiber, 

integrated circuits, microcircuits, Velcro fasteners, several plastics technologies and medicines  



such as the ulcer medication which eliminates the bacteria which cause the lesions, have resulted 

from information provided by visitors. These technologies and methods have not distorted or 

interfered with mankind. Functioning devices manufactured on other planets have not been given 

to humans, only demonstrated.    

 

The idea and objective for examiner visitors is to prevent human opposition or resistance, 

because they know those among you examined, will possibly speak about the experiences. After 

the public discussion fades, the visitors wish re-approaches to proceed smoothly. This occurs 

because visitor examiners are able to demonstrate absence of harm, distortion or interference."  

 

Q2: A machine (to enhance a person's ability) to look into the future sounds illogical, because 

the future hasn't happened yet (in our linear time). The future will be changed if some action is 

taken now to alter the outcome. 

 

The Committee: "The choice isn't yet selected, along the human timelines. The options are 

available and the device reveals them. The choices can be examined individually and this is 

almost compulsory for the human brain function, multiple paths cannot be simultaneously 

examined. If two images are broadcast simultaneously on the same screen, neither is clear until 

the brain naturally switches rapidly between the two, and what understanding of them can be 

extracted is less than from observation of just one, then another. The normal human condition is 

revealed by the fixation of gaze upon the screen of a small device now common, used for voice, 

image and written communication. The typical uses of such devices reveal human brain function 

and requirements to focus on one thing, then another. The differences among humans involve 

speed; ability to effectively switch varies and mimics multitasking in more competent 

individuals.   

 

You are most correct, choices exist and outcomes vary significantly."  

 

Therefore, it sounds to me it is a machine (to enhance a person's ability) to see possible 

scenarios of the future. Am I correct? 

 

The Committee: "Most correct you are."  

 

Q3. The operators of this machine in the US are no longer able to use this machine, because 

their frequencies have changed (by the Shift). But there are other such machines in other 

countries. Are those machines still being operated in other countries, or are they all rendered 

useless because of the change in frequencies of the operators? 

 

The Committee: "The devices are not useless, the human ability to perceive what they offer 

is what has been altered. The devices humans have created work normally; the designs for 

making them are what humans received and this was intentionally limited so misuse of the 

technology would not become a distortion. So the technology could not be converted into a 

weapon. Humans already have effective tools for attack, no need exists for better faster or more 

convenient ones. When the capability to develop more mass destruction technology arrives, so 

will arrive a consciousness of the effects and the weapons will not be used, few manufactured.  

 



As humans now exist, examples among you will use destructive weapons of a massive scale, 

nearly the instant obtained.  

 

Thank you we do for these questions the honored opportunity to reply. Do return and be well, 

one and all." 

 


